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President's Message

W

ith 2016 marking the 30th anniversary of the Vancouver
Maritime Arbitrators Association (VMAA), I would like to
take this opportunity to assess the trends we have seen in
Vancouver’s shipping industry and how we, as an association, must
respond to ensure we remain a relevant and essential component
that supports the needs of our members and the industry at large.
The VMAA was formed in 1986 to primarily promote the arbitration
of Marine Claims which concentrated on domestic matters, as well
as to promote education and awareness of Arbitration. Since that
time, Vancouver has become much more international in scope, in large part due to both past
and current efforts of the Vancouver International Maritime Centre (VIMC).
In 1992, when the Canadian government sponsored the formation of the International Shipping Centre, the resulting increase in companies that established a presence in Vancouver
was significant. The program stopped in the mid-1990s but has now been revitalized as the
VIMC, and is again encouraging more foreign ship owners to consider Vancouver as a base for
operations. This presents many opportunities for Vancouver’s shipping community and VMAA
members.
Whilst most of our activities have been local, we have twice hosted the International Congress
of Maritime Arbitrators (1991 and 2012). Both conferences attracted internationally renowned
Arbitrators and served to increase the profile of the VMAA. With our professional reputation
well-established, we are ready to benefit from the increased activity that will arise through the
VIMC’s efforts as well as additional new business through the increased export of commodities
such as LNG.
Charterers, ship managers, agents and ship owners will all require a good arbitration centre
and the VMAA is organized and well-equipped to assist. This is our opportunity to transform
Vancouver into a real Arbitration Centre. As part of our efforts, I would like to recognize the work
of JJ McIntyre in updating our Arbitrating Rules as well as the work of the Board to promote
greater use of the VMAA Rules. The updated Rules were presented at our Annual General
Meeting in June for voting and were unanimously approved.
Collectively, we need to promote Vancouver as a true and pertinent Arbitration Centre. To
do this, I urge you to advocate the use of both the VMAA Arbitration and Mediation Rules.
The more arbitrations we handle locally, the more the world will come to recognize our skills
and expertise. To assist us, every time there is arbitration or mediation using VMAA rules, we
remind you to register this with our secretary.
As the Vancouver shipping industry continues to grow into an international shipping hub, I am
confident that the VMAA will grow along with it, providing a valuable resource for our members
and those we serve.

Dennis H. Pong

President and Director, VMAA
Vice President,
Marsh - Marine Practice
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Board Member Spotlight
Casey McCawley

Director and Treasurer, VMAA

C

asey McCawley has been a director of the Vancouver
Maritime Arbitrators Association since 2010 and is
currently serving in the role of Treasurer. He began
working in the grain industry after obtaining a degree in
Agricultural Economics from the University of Manitoba in
1982. Joining Parrish& Heimbecker Ltd. in 1993, Casey
worked his way through the company and, in 2008, was
assigned the senior executive position of managing P&H's
West Coast Trading and Operations group.
In the last decade, P&H has expanded its West Coast
asset base considerably. In addition to acquiring the
Vancouver grain terminal AGT as part of a partnership, P&H also built a container loading facility in Cloverdale, B.C. and, most recently, has partnered with Fraser Surrey Docks to build a grain loading facility on the
Fraser River.
Casey believes agriculture is a vital part of the Canadian
economy with West Coast infrastructure providing a key part
of the supply chain. He remains fascinated by, and engaged

in, the many challenges of moving farmers’ grain to the world
market.
In addition to the VMAA, Casey
also sits on the Board of the Vancouver Grain Exchange and the
Alliance Grain Terminal and is a
Past Chairman of the Canadian
Malt Barley Technical Centre. He
is also a co-founder and Board
member of HEROS – Hockey Education Reaching Out Society. HEROS started on the Downtown East Side of Vancouver
in 2000 to provide opportunities for at risk youth using hockey
as a catalyst for change. The charity has since grown to 16
programs across the country
Casey and his wife have four children and split their time
between Saltspring Island and Downtown Vancouver. Their
two cats, Molly and Herman, reside full-time on the Island
and keep the mice at bay.
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VMAA Seminars
Daryl Raibl, Director, VMAA

N

ot wishing to schedule a special
event on the Ides of March, the
Vancouver Maritime Arbitrators
Association presented two special
speakers on Monday, March 7 at the
Bentall V Conference room on Burrard
Street. As one of four different educational events planned for 2016, it was a
big treat to have not one but two maritime arbitrators/mediators, one from
Vancouver and one from China.
Both individuals are, in their own
rights, well-qualified to hear disputes
not only as “maritime” arbitrators but
also as “international commercial” arbitrators.
It became obvious that the speakers' reputations preceded them as
the Conference Room was standing

room only, with 45 keen participants
in attendance. Delicious sandwiches
and wraps, with light refreshments
were quickly consumed and our current VMAA President, Dennis Pong,
addressed the audience with eloquent
and condensed bios of both gents.
Each resume could have filled a page
of accolades and accomplishments
related to arbitration AND mediation.
Leading off was Mr. Peter Koh, the
first to present, by way of segue, an
introduction to our special Chinese
visitor. Peter is a practising VMAA
arbitrator in Vancouver as well as a
Senior Consultant on litigation and dispute resolution for a well-known firm
in Singapore, practising maritime law,
marine insurance, carriage of goods
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by sea and
transnational
mergers
and acquisitions. When
not spending time in
Singapore or
Vancouver,
he is a visiting professor at nine different Chinese
universities and is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators of London.
What made Mr. Koh’s introductory
notes so relevant is his close working
relationship with Chinese International
Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC) and also CMAC
(China Maritime Arbitration Commission).
In his brief and light-hearted presentation, Peter deftly explained how arbitration and mediation is so much alike
from country to country but how important it is, particularly when involved
with China, how initial introductions,
the value of humbleness and manners
will often set the stage for any proceedings that are yet to come. He went on
to explain how understanding concepts
such as protocol and “face” can be of
enormous assistance in commencing
positive discussions and avoiding sudden, uncomfortable situations or flare
ups. Some very topical points to take
away for sure, Mr. Koh respectfully
asked our Special Guest to come forward.
As if lending credence to what Peter
Koh had just presented, Mr. Yu Jianlong
humbly but confidently took the podium
to present his speech on “Arbitration in
PRC under CIETAC Auspices,” introducing some of the history and growing
accomplishments of the China International Economic and Trade Arbitration
Commission, of which he sits as the
Vice Chairman and Secretary General.
CIETAC’s beginnings can be traced
back as early as April 1956, partly to
meet the needs of China’s developing

Vancouver Maritime Arbitrators Association
economic and trade relations with foreign countries. It became very active
from 1988 upon amendment of it arbitration rules and now independently
and impartially resolves economic and
trade disputes by means of arbitration.
Headquartered in Beijing, CIETAC
has concluded over 20,000 arbitration
cases, mainly international commercial in nature, involving more than 70
countries with awards having been recognized and enforced in more than 60
countries. In recent years, on average,
CIETAC handled as many as 1,300
cases annually, involving parties from
more than 50 countries and regions
outside the Chinese mainland.
The China Maritime Arbitration
Commission (CMAC) was founded by
the China Chamber of International
Commerce and is also based in Beijing although a healthy active satellite
office works out of Shanghai. Its focus
is both arbitration and mediation for
disputes arising from transportation
and navigation by sea, coastal waters,
and other navigable water adjacent
to the sea as a way of protecting the
legitimate rights and interests of the
disputing parties.
Mr. Yu Jianlong separated his presentations into three segments — the
past, the present and the future. He
felt that what is critical to move forward
into the future, is to maintain the quality of arbitral awards along with continued support from the court system
for arbitration. He also highlighted, as
introduced by Mr. Koh, the need to create a friendly environment as a way to
build a successful arbitration centre.
Mr. Yu went on to speak more about
CMAC adopting a coalition of maritime arbitration and mediation that can
run concurrently as a way of effecting
more efficient, cost saving resolutions.
CMAC arbitrators are all appointed
from among maritime professionals
with special knowledge and experience in navigation, insurance, maritime law and other fields. The Commission boasts over 175 arbitrators, most
of which are from China but some 10
per cent from foreign countries. Last
year, CMAC handled over 130 maritime cases.

Mr. Yu Jianlong encouraged the
VMAA to continue its work at developing maritime arbitration in Vancouver
and extended a welcoming hand to
visit Shanghai and Beijing to present
papers on the ongoing aspects of maritime arbitration and mediation in Canada. At such a warm invitation, a commitment was made at a recent meeting
to have the VMAA Board seriously
consider embarking on a visit, in the
not-to-distant future, to expand on the
relationship that started as far back as
ICMA XVIII in Vancouver in May, 2012
and explore more ways to strengthen

the co-operation.
No arbitration presentation could be
complete without a few burning questions and this day didn’t disappoint. A
few thought-provoking ones were posed
to both Mr. Koh and Mr. Jianlong at the
end of the presentation. As the clock
ticked closer to 2 p.m., yours truly was
asked to say a few words of thanks to
our very special guests and presented
each with a small token of our group’s
appreciation. One of our more delightful
luncheon presentations and likely we’ll
be sharing more with our friends from
the other side of the pond!

maritime and commercial law on canada’s west coast
W. Gary Wharton
Catherine A. Hofmann

Peter Swanson
David S. Jarrett

Thomas S. Hawkins
Tom Beasley

David K. Jones
Connie Risi

Russell Robertson

Michael M. Soltynski

Megan Nicholls

Roger Tangry

associate counsel: Lorna Pawluk
tel: 6 04.681 .1 700 fax: 604.681 .1 788 emergency response: 604.681 .1700
address: 1500–570 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC, Canada, V6C 3P1 web: www.bernardllp.ca
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VMAA Rules
JJ McIntyre

Director, VMAA

T

he theme of this edition of the
RESOLUTION is “change.” In
keeping with that theme, the
Board of Directors of the VMAA has
overhauled the VMAA Arbitration Rules
to make them more responsive to the
needs in the 21st century of the transportation community which trades in
the carriage of goods to or from Canada and the businesses serving that
community.
The VMAA Arbitration Rules were
adopted in 1986 in conformance with
the United Nations Commission on
International Trade Law (“UNCITRAL”)
Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration. At the time — 1986,
written instructions and communications were vastly different from what
they are today. Remember telex or teletype, anyone? How about faxes? Now,
we are in an era of global positioning
satellites, satellite phones, video calls
and 24/7 email communications with
anyone having WIFI access. How the
world of communications and transportation has changed in just 30 years!
Although there have been modifications to our VMAA Arbitration Rules
since they were first adopted, those
changes have been incremental and
consisted more of rule clarifications
than the adoption of new or updated
procedures. To some extent, the VMAA
Arbitration Rules were interpreted by
arbitrators to encompass modern communication methods. As one of those
arbitrators, I must confess that it was
a bit like the interpretation of the U.S.
Constitution by our neighbours to the
south, trying to find a modern and relevant meaning to old words that did not
contemplate the future that transpired.
Since 1986, UNCITRAL has updated
its Model Law and, in 2010, its Arbitra-
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tion Rules. Canada and the provincial
legislatures have not. While it might
be difficult for the governments of
Canada, for constitutional reasons, to
modernize their arbitration laws, there
is no reason for an arbitral institution
such as the VMAA not to modernize its
arbitration rules to reflect the changes
that have taken place in our global
society.
The Board of Directors would like to
make the VMAA Arbitration Rules the
first choice of the transportation community in dealing with their maritime
and transportation disputes in an efficient and cost-effective manner and in
keeping with the needs of the transportation community.
What are those needs in 2016? Is
there a need for procedures that allow
for interim measures to preserve property or to provide security for a claim?
Is there a need for an emergency procedure? Should there be an expedited

procedure for small claims under a
certain dollar amount or involving no
amount at all? Should there be only
online hearings in certain matters?
Should witnesses, not located at the
place chosen for any hearing, have
the option of providing their evidence
by means of telecommunications that
do not require their physical presence
or travel for such hearing? Should the
tribunal be required to accommodate
such witnesses by setting hearing times
that convenience the reception of such
telecommunication testimony? Is there
scope for some disputes to be decided
by a “baseball’ type of arbitration —
where the tribunal is required to select
one of the two options the parties have
presented for the resolution of their dispute, with or without reasons?
The above are just some of the considerations the VMAA took into account
in the modernization of our Arbitration
Rules.
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The Rules were approved at the
VMAA Annual General Meeting on
June 9, 2016, and are now available
for download on the VMAA website
(www.http://vmaa.org/vmaa-rules/).
We encourage you to familiarize
yourself with the new Rules to ensure
you are taking advantage of the new
processes that will save both time
and money.

Vancouver Maritime Arbitrators Association

Red Hand Rule:

A

rbitration in the Absence of a Party or Non-compliance of a
Party
61. (a) If in the opinion of the Tribunal a party to a dispute is unwilling
to participate in the arbitration, the Tribunal may, on giving
written notice to that party, proceed in their absence and
make an award on the evidence accepted by the Tribunal.
(b) If in the opinion of the Tribunal a party has refused or failed,
without proper justification, to comply with these Rules, or
with an order or direction of the Tribunal, the Tribunal may:
i) where the party is advancing a claim, make any order it
deems appropriate to obtain compliance, or dismiss the
claim;
ii) where the party is defending a claim, make any order it
deems appropriate to obtain compliance, or proceed to
grant an award in favour of the party advancing a claim,
with damages to be assessed based on the evidence
before it.

VALLES STEAMSHIP (CANADA) LTD.
Suite 1160 Guinness Tower
1055 West Hastings Street
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 2E9 Canada
Phone: 604.687.3288 Fax: 604.687.0833
E-mail: vancouver@vallesfleet.com
www.vallesgroup.com
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VMAA Student Awards:

U

nder the leadership of Directors David J. Read and
Daryl Raibl, the VMAA once again provided support
to students who are pursuing careers in the maritime
industry. In working with the BCIT Marine Campus as well
as UBC’s CoRe Conflict Resoluion Society, the VMAA has
contributed over $5,000 over the past five years to students
who have had an exemplary track record and show great
promise.
BCIT Nautical Sciences & Marine Engineering Award
In 2015, VMAA Directors attended the July Convocation
for BCIT graduates. We were pleased to present an award
of $750 to Deck Officer Dylan Adams who excelled in the
areas of maritime law, arbitration and mediation as part of
the course content.
The Nautical Sciences Diploma is a four-year, co-operative
education program for students entering the merchant marine
as trainee deck officers. Cadets are trained seafarers capable
of using technological and navigational equipment on a wide
range of ships, from large passenger cruise ships to cargo
vessels. They receive instruction and training based on seamanship and traditional maritime skills in areas such as offi-

From seeding to shipping,

cer of the watch training; marine communications and navigation; rescue, safety and environmental response; security threat
response and vigilance; and safe carriage of goods.

CoRe Conflict Resolution Society
The most recent award to a CoRe student was for $500 to
Sterling Nelson, presented on behalf of the VMAA by David
Read.
CoRe is a not-for-profit society with a mandate to provide education on conflict resolution topics and to enhance
knowledge of collaborative decision-making processes. To
achieve this aim, CoRe runs an annual Speaker Series and
offers negotiation and mediation training. This year, CoRe
also ran a Mediation Advocacy Moot for UBC Law students.
CoRe was started by a group of UBC Law students who
sought to provide mediation services to the community.
From 2001 to 2013, CoRe provided free and low cost mediation services to individuals, campus organizations at UBC,
and non-profit organizations through the CoRe Clinic. Some
CoRe Clinic mentors continue to offer occasional co-mediations through an informal mentorship process.
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We’ve watched farming advance from ploughs to precision combines. Across a century of agriculture,
one thing hasn’t changed: you can count on us for friendly, efficient service. We know relationships are
the cornerstone of our business.

Find us at www.PARRISHANDHEIMBECKER.com

Vancouver Maritime Arbitrators Association

VMAA hosts joint seminars in
Shanghai & Beijing

T

he Vancouver Maritime Arbitrators Association is
pleased to announce it is joining with the China International Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission
(CIETAC) and the China Maritime Arbitration Commission
(CMAC) to present a series of seminars in China in September 2016.
On September 23, VMAA and CMAC will host a session in
Shanghai. And On September 27, the VMAA will partner with
the CIETAC for a joint seminar in Beijing. Topics will include:
• Maritime Dispute Resolution in Vancouver - Gateway to
Asia Pacific
• Enforcement of an agreement to arbitrate
• Enforcement of judicial and arbitral awards - China and
Canada
• The role of the arbitrator in Vancouver
And on September 28 and 29, VMAA representatives will
attend the China Arbitration Summit in Beijing. For more
information about the China Arbitration Summit, please visit:
www.cietac.org.
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AAL delivers "mobile" grain shiploader to Port of Vancouver

L

eading multipurpose heavy lift operator AAL, has completed a series of shipments to the Port of Vancouver
(PMV) of an innovative ‘mobile’ grain shiploader to be
installed at the Port’s Pacific terminal run by Canada’s largest
grain handler Viterra. The largest component was over 66m
long and weighed 250mt and, once assembled and operational, will increase the Terminal’s shipping capacity and allow
for the loading of post-Panamax sized vessels.
The shiploader was transported from China along AAL’s
Pacific Service between Asia and North America and aboard
its 31,000 dwt A-Class vessel, the AAL Singapore. Responsible for logistics and planning was Ontario-based Convoy
Logistics Providers Ltd. (CLP), appointed by bulk material
systems expert EMS-TECH who designed and commissioned
the shiploader.
Felix Schoeller, General Manager of AAL’s Pacific Liner
Service, explained, "The cargo comprised of a newly manufactured shiploader, dock conveyor and transfer tower — part
of a wider infrastructure development that will boost grain
throughput by millions of tonnes a year. The delivery of this
crucial parcel in such an important project underscores our
credentials as a service provider and ability to support major
North American projects with optimum safety, efficiency and
timely delivery."
Dona Asciak, CEO and owner of CLP added, "After almost
a year of planning, there’s a great sense of accomplishment
when you execute a well-planned logistics solution for your
customer from ‘stem to stern’ and it proves successful and furthers their interests. We are proud to be involved in this project for EMS-TECH, during such an exciting stage of expansion for Viterra Pacific elevators at the Pacific Terminal."
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